


Simple is the key

Less desktop footprint is the trend

Optimized Telephony Solution

for SOHO Business



Cost effectiveness is the must



User scenario diagram

Optimized characteristic for SOHO

Affordable, innovative telephony solution
for SOHO businesses

Essential PABX features for SOHO

Value-added solution for SOHO

The Wireless SOHO has an optimized capacity for SOHO business and is designed to be a user-friendly telephone 
system including installation, operation and maintenance. Furthermore when the system is initiated, it has the ability 
to work automatically without any technical support or manual configuration. 

Not only basic requirements for telephony features are needed but also useful PABX features should be satisfied. 
The Wireless SOHO is the feature- proven telephony system for the SOHO environment with future growing 
needs. You can enjoy a variety of call features using LG-Ericsson’s powerful and reliable telephony technology.

One major benefit of the Wireless SOHO is that - it has various built-in enhanced functions to make those services 
costless: Voice response as CRM has become a useful tool for efficient and courteous handling of customers’ calls 
and has been identified as a major factor in a successful business. Moreover caller identification information (CID) from 
the lines is displayed on every terminal. So you can use a lot of functions using CID information.

Max. 3 CO

Max. 8 Extensions
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Product specification

- 1.5” backlit LCD

- Navigation/Soft key

- Phonebook

- Stanby time 150hrs

- Talk time 15hrs 

- Melody ring & vibration

- Belt clip

Specification

GDC-400H
(Handset)

- 1.5” backlit LCD

- Navigation/Soft key

- Phonebook

- Scratchproof window

- Robust housing

- Stanby time 150hrs

- Talk time 15hrs 

- Melody ring & vibration

- Belt clip

Specification

GDC-450H
(Handset)

- 240 x 42 Graphic LCD 

- 12 Programmable button 

   with LED

- Phonebook

- Navigation / Softkey

- Function button

  .DND, Headset,  Conference,

  Redial/Pause, Transfer, Hold, 

  Mute, Speaker

Specification

LWS-WK
(Wireless Keyset)

- 3 RJ11 ports (LCO) 

  & 1 RJ45 port 

- 240 x 144 pixel Graphic LCD

- 10 Programmable button 

  with LED

- SLT and Fax support 

- VM/AA : 240mins 

- Range : Max. 300m

- Wall paper

- Phonebook 

- Navigation / Softkey

- Function button

  .DND, Headset, Conference,

  Redial/Pause, Transfer, Hold, 

  Mute, Speaker

Specification

LWS-BS
(Base Station)
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